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Collocates for the node POLICE 

Officers 
 

MONTERREY, Mexico Several POLICE  

for the Zetas, Domene said.  Four POLICE  
Stonegarden to San Luis to pay for city POLICE  

third of 63,436 low-ranking Mexican POLICE  

percent of midlevel POLICE commanders and  

Luis Potosi detained two local POLICE  

allegedly gave orders to the POLICE  

 
officers 

officers 
officers 

officers 

officers 

officers 

officers 

 
in northern Mexico allowed a violent drug gang to  
from Juarez, a suburb of the city of Monterrey,  
 to provide traffic control during periods of long  
tested so far have failed background and security 
. On Thursday, the Defense Department said soldier  
 from the city of Cardenas with 39 doses of cocaine 
 to commit illegal acts; documents linking them to 

  

 

Municipal 
 

eral forces would put 21,035 state and  
sing since Monday. So far in 2011, six  

terrey said he was going to keep the  

POLICE chief and the director of the  

 

 
municipal 
municipal 
municipal 
municipal 

 

 
POLICE in Veracruz under scrutiny and purge 
POLICE chiefs have been killed in Michoacan, 
POLICE chief and the director of the municipal  
POLICE monitoring center in their jobs, even  
 

   

Detained 
 

federal POLICE said Thursday they had  

in the northern state of San Luis Potosi  

measured as a gram. The soldiers then  

 

 
detained 
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two U.S. men for attempting to fly out of Mexico 
two local POLICE officers from the city of Carden 
the city's POLICE chief and a police commander,
  

 

Chief* 
 

-ridden body of Javier Luis Mejia, the POLICE  

Monday. So far in 2011, six municipal POLICE  

aid he was going to keep the municipal POLICE  

urity checks. Almost one-quarter of the POLICE  
The soldiers then detained the city's POLICE  

 

 
chief 
chiefs 
chief 
chiefs 
chief 

 

 
of the small Michoacan town of Aporo.  
 have been killed in Michoacan, a state dominate  
and the director of the municipal POLICE 
and top commanders tested so far have also  
and a POLICE commander, who allegedly gave  
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POLICE said they detained two U.S. citizens for  

of taxi drivers, POLICE, journalists and others  

POLICE chief and a POLICE commander, who  

 

 
allegedly 
allegedly 
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carrying two metric tons of marijuana in  
working with the Zetas. He did not say how 
gave orders to the POLICE officers to  




